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Abstract

We describe a Mixed Integer Linear Programming formulation to optimize base stations location and conﬁguration of
a wireless network implementing the IEEE standard 802.16
(WiMAX). The system elements relevant to the optimization model are discussed in detail.
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Introduction

The extraordinary growth of demand for wireless connections resulted in highly congested frequency spectrums and in a drastic reduction of available sites to accommodate transmitting antennas.
This stimulated the development of optimization models and algorithms to support planning decisions. In this chapter we describe
an optimization model for the WiMAX network planning problem. In order to do this, the physical and radio-electrical parameters relevant to the model are ﬁrst identiﬁed and described. Such
parameters are then associated with binary and semi-continuous
1

decision variables. Logical relations, coverage and capacity requirements are represented by linear inequalities in the decision
variables. We ﬁnally give an example of practical application of
the resulting model to the planning of a WiMAX network in a
large district of the city of Rome.

2

Optimization in wireless network design

A standard model, suitable for planning purposes, identiﬁes a
wireless network with a set of transmitting and receiving antennas scattered over a territory. Such antennas are characterized
by a position (geographical coordinates and elevation) and by a
number of radio-electrical parameters. The network design process consists in establishing locations and suitable radio-electrical
parameters of the antennas. The resulting network is evaluated
by means of two basic performance indicators: i) network coverage, that is the quality of the wanted signals perceived in the
target region and ii) network capacity, that is the ability of the
network to meet traﬃc demand. On the basis of quality requirements and projected demand patterns, suitable target thresholds
are established for both indicators. In principle, coverage and
capacity targets should be pursued simultaneously, as they both
depend on the network conﬁguration. However, in order to handle
large real-life instances, conventional network planning resorts to
a natural decomposition approach, which consists in performing
coverage and capacity planning at diﬀerent stages (see [28]). In
particular, the network is designed by ﬁrst placing and conﬁguring the antennas so as to ensure the coverage of a target area,
and then by assigning a suitable number of frequencies in order
to meet (projected) capacity requirements. The ﬁnal outcome can
be simulated and evaluated by an expert, and the whole process
can be repeated until a satisfactory result is obtained (see Fig.
1). Future change in demand patterns can be met by increasing
sectorization (i.e. mounting additional antennas in a same site),
by selecting new sites and by assigning additional transmission
frequencies (see [25]).
The network planning process requires an adequate represen2
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Figure 1: Phases of the conventional planning approach
tation of the territory. In past years, the standard approach was
to subdivide the territory into equally sized hexagons (see [27])
and basic propagation laws were implemented in order to calculate ﬁeld strengths. By straightforward analytical computations
these simpliﬁed models could provide the (theoretical) position of
the antennas and their transmission frequencies. Unfortunately,
the approximations introduced by this approach were in most
cases unacceptable for practical planning, as the model does not
take into account several fundamental factors (e.g., orography of
target territories, equipment conﬁgurations, actual availability of
frequencies and of geographical sites to accommodate antennas,
etc.). Furthermore, the extraordinary increase of wireless communication quickly resulted in extremely large networks and congested frequency spectrum, and asked for a better exploitation
of the available band. It was soon apparent that eﬀective automatic design algorithms were necessary to handle large instances
of complex planning problems, and to improve the exploitation
of the scarce radio resources. These algorithms were provided by
mathematical optimization. Indeed, already in the early 80’s, it
was recognized that the frequency assignment performed at the
second stage of the planning process is equivalent to the Graph
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Coloring Problem (or to its generalizations). The graph coloring problem consists in assigning a color (= frequency) to each
vertex (= antenna) of a graph so that adjacent vertices receive
diﬀerent colors and the number of colors is minimum. The graph
G = (V, E) associated with the frequency assignments of a wireless
network is called interference graph, since edge uv ∈ E represents
interference between nodes u ∈ V and v ∈ V and implies that u
and v cannot be assigned the same frequency (see [6]). The graph
coloring problem is one of the most known and well studied topics
in combinatorial optimization. A remarkable number of exact and
heuristic algorithms have been proposed over the years in order
to obtain optimal or sub-optimal colorings. Some of these methods were immediately at hand to solve the frequency assignment
problem.
The development of mathematical optimization methods triggered the introduction of more accurate representations of the target territories. In particular, also inspired by standard Quality
of Service (QoS) evaluation methodologies, the coarse hexagonal
cells were replaced with (the union of) more handy geometrical
entities, namely the demand nodes introduced by Tutschku [28],
and with the now universally adopted testpoints. In the testpoints
model, a grid of approximately squared cells is overlapped to the
target area. Antennas are supposed to be located in the center of testpoints: all information about customers and QoS in a
testpoint, such as traﬃc demand and received signals quality, are
aggregated into single coeﬃcients. The testpoints model allows
for smarter representations of the territory, of the actual antennas
position, of the signal strengths and of the demand distributions.
This in turn permits a better evaluation of the QoS and, most
important, makes it possible to construct more realistic interference graphs, thus leading to improved frequency assignments. Indeed, by means of eﬀective coloring algorithms, it was possible
to improve the design of large real-life mobile networks (see the
FAP-web [13]), and also of analogue [18] and digital broadcasting
networks [19].
Finally, basing on the testpoints model, it was also possible
to develop accurate models and eﬀective optimization algorithms
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to accomplish the ﬁrst stage of the planning process, namely the
coverage phase, in order to establish suitable positions and radioelectrical parameters for the antennas of a wireless network [8].
In recent years, thanks to the development of more eﬀective optimization techniques and to the increase of computational power,
a number of models integrating coverage and capacity planning
have been developed and applied to the design of GSM ([26]),
UMTS ([9, 12]), Analog and Digital Video Broadcasting ([19])
networks.
The optimization models above mentioned are deﬁned by associating suitable decision variables x ∈ Rn with the physical
and radio-electrical antenna parameters (i.e. candidate locations,
power values, activation statuses, transmission frequencies, service and coverage requirements, etc). Such variables must satisfy
a number of constraints, which are represented by inequalities of
the form g(x) ≤ b, where g : Rn → R and b ∈ R. The set of the feasible values is deﬁned as X = {x ∈ Rn : gi (x) ≤ bi , i = 1, . . . , m}.
Finally, the general optimization problem can be written as:
min f (x).
x∈X

(1)

where f : Rn → R is the objective function and may represent,
for example, unsatisﬁed traﬃc demand or installation costs to be
minimized. When f and gi , for i = 1, . . . , m, are linear functions,
Problem (1) is a Linear Program (LP ) [22]. If, in addition, some of
the variables can only assume integer values, Problem (1) becomes
a Mixed Integer Linear Program (M ILP ). We will show that the
WiMAX network planning problem can be reduced to the solution
of a suitable MILP.
Several optimization models (most often MILPs) have been
proposed for wireless network planning, in broadcasting, mobile,
military and civil communications. Such models can be solved
by ad hoc algorithms or by commercial solvers. However, the
large size of most instances of practical relevance and the notorious
diﬃculty of the corresponding optimization problems, makes it
often necessary to resort to heuristic procedures which typically
yield suboptimal solutions.
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In the following sections we formalize the WiMAX network
planning problem and formulate it as a MILP. In Section (3) we
describe the technological features which will be modelled by our
decision variables. The overall MILP model is then shown in Section (4). An example of application is given in Section (5), by
considering the design of a ﬁxed WiMAX network in a district of
the city of Rome.

3

Systems elements

In this section we introduce the technological elements and the
modelling assumptions which provide the basis of the optimization
model presented in Section (4). We consider the design of a Fixed
WiMAX Network [1]: it consists of a set of installations - the
base stations (BS ) - distributed over a number of sites in order
to provide connectivity to a set of customers’ equipments - the
subscriber stations (SS ) - located in a portion of territory called
target area (Fig. 2).

LEGEND
site
base
station
subscriber
station

Figure 2: Scheme of a Fixed WiMAX Network
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3.1

Representation of territory

The deﬁnition of an appropriate territory representation is an essential requirement for eﬀective wireless network planning. The
coverage is in fact evaluated on the basis of predicted propagation conditions and these are in turn calculated by a propagation
model which takes into account the characteristics of the area.
The choice of the model for the territory representation has therefore to be made very carefully as it deeply aﬀects the quality of
the planning.
Up to a few years ago, the target area was commonly modelled by
superimposing a regular hexagonal grid to the region: a transceiver
station was supposed to be placed in the centre of every hexagon.
The hexagonal grid model was mainly suitable for a gross analysis,
oriented to frequency reuse evaluation [14]. However, the assumptions of the model are far from being realistic and the resulting
plans are of little or no use at all for practical implementations.
A more accurate representation, the so-called Demand Node Concept (DNC), was introduced by Tutschku in [28]. A demand node
is (the center of) an area in which users generate a quantum of trafﬁc usually expressed in Erlang. On the basis of the traﬃc demand
distribution over the territory, the DNC subdivides the target area
in a set of demand nodes. The obtained discretization of the territory is therefore “traﬃc based” and the elementary components
may have very diﬀerent sizes. Demand nodes are in fact denser
in high traﬃc areas and become sparser as traﬃc concentration
decreases. As a consequence, the area of a demand node with low
traﬃc density, such as a rural one, may be large. Now, since signal
strength is evaluated only in the centre of the demand nodes, as
the size increases the prediction quality gets worse.
In recent years, the more accurate testpoints model has been universally adopted for quality evaluation and planning purposes.
In contrast to the DNC, the elementary areas are equally sized
squares overlapped to the target area and traﬃc is aggregated
consequently by summing up all requests within a square. By
choosing a suitable dimension of the basic square - the testpoint
(TP) - signal strength in the centre of the corresponding area
can be considered as an acceptable approximation for the whole
7

square. In the sequel, the set of all testpoints is denoted by T .
Every SS located in a testpoint originates a demand for WiMAX
services that turns into a bandwidth request. Such demand can be
estimated on the basis of demographic information and economical considerations. For modeling purposes, the SSs located in a
testpoint t ∈ T are aggregated in a single ﬁctitious SS located in
the centre of t. The bandwidth request dt of testpoint t is equal to
the sum of the bandwidth requests of all the SSs in t. A parameter rt is also introduced to represent the revenue that the network
operator obtains from supplying services to customers in t.

3.2

Base stations and transceivers

The backbone of every wireless network is constituted by the base
stations: these are the key elements for providing telecommunication services over the target area and generally consist of a pylon
accommodating a number of transceivers (TRX). A TRX is the
basic device for radio transmissions management and operates by
means of an antenna. In the following, the set of all the TRXs
that can be deployed in the potential sites is denoted by B.
Every TRX is characterized by a position, represented by geographical coordinates, height and orientation (azimuth and tilt).
Generally, a BS with its TRXs may be placed only in a limited
number of locations because of technological, economical and environmental constraints. On the basis of these constraints the
network operator may determine a set of potential installation
sites. As the dimension of a testpoint is chosen to be small in
comparison with the target area, a candidate site is conventionally identiﬁed with the centre of a testpoint, analogously to the
ﬁctitious subscriber station. A TRX is also characterized by a set
of radio-electrical parameters that are strictly related to the size
and the geometrical structure of its antenna. Most optimization
models typically take into account the following features:
• frequency channel - the channel on which the TRX transmits. It belongs to a ﬁnite set of available channels F , each
having a bandwidth D.
• emitted power - the power level Pbf at which TRX b ∈ B
8

transmits on frequency f ∈ F . It belongs to a ﬁxed range of
feasible values [Pbmin , Pbmax ].
• radiation pattern - the spatial distribution of radiated energy as a function of the observer’s position along a path or
surface of constant radius [11]. In practice, instead of using a
complete tridimensional pattern, a couple of bidimensional
patterns is usually derived from two perpendicular planes
crossed along the direction of maximum radiation [15].
In every site and for every frequency channel, it is possible to
install either a single TRX, mounting an omnidirectional antenna,
or several TRXs, each with a directive antenna. Note that the
activation of a TRX may prevent the simultaneous activation of
other potential TRXs in the same site and operating on the same
frequency. This is the case, for example, of TRXs with a small
diﬀerence in azimuth. A family G = {G1 , . . . , G|G| } is therefore
introduced, where Gi ⊆ B, i = 1, . . . , |G|, is a set of mutually
exclusive TRXs. Finally, a parameter cb is introduced to represent
the overall cost of installation and activation of TRX b.

3.3

Propagation models

Quality and reliability of a radio connection depend, besides on
radio-electrical parameters of base and subscriber stations, also
on propagation conditions experienced by signals. The planning
phase requires therefore the adoption of a propagation model that
is able to predict these conditions and to calculate the overall
strength attenuation. This is not a simple task, as the easy computation of the free space loss must be adjusted by taking into
account additional loss and degradation phenomena that result
from propagation in a real environment. The knowledge of landscape orography and human infrastructures is therefore an essential requirement. Nowadays, morphological data of a geographical
area are usually collected in large databases as Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) ﬁles, the most widespread and used format. A DEM
generally represents the surface of a region by means of a raster,
whose elements specify relevant features (elevation and composition in terms of vegetation, buildings, etc.) of the corresponding
9

elementary portion of territory. By considering these characteristics, a propagation model provides an attenuation coeﬃcient that
can be composed to other relevant contributions, such as antenna
gain and connector loss, in order to obtain the total radio link
budget. In particular, the signal power Pbf (t) received by the SS
in TP t from TRX b on frequency f is proportional by a coeﬃcient atb ∈ [0, 1] to the power Pbf emitted by TRX b on frequency
f , namely:
P f (t) = atb · Pbf

3.4

(2)

Service coverage

A SS is said to be covered by the network if the wanted signal is
received with suitable quality. Coverage depends not only on the
wanted signal strength, but also on the strength of other unwanted
(interfering) signals. Speciﬁcally, the quality of the received signal
is measured by means of the Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR),
which is deﬁned as the ratio between the wanted signal power and
the sum of the interfering signals powers, also including thermal
noise (see [24]). A SS is regarded as covered if the SIR value is
above a given threshold δ. Recalling that the power received by
the SS located in TP t ∈ T is given by (2) and denoting by β the
TRX serving t on a frequency f ∈ F , the above requirement can
be expressed by the following inequality:


atβ · Pβf

b∈B\{β} atb

· Pbf + N

≥δ

(3)



where N is the thermal noise and b∈B\{β} atb · Pbf is the cumulative interference generated by all other TRXs.

3.5

Adaptive Modulation and Coding

In a digital wireless system, the aim of modulation is to transmit a
digital bit stream over an analogue bandpass channel. This can be
done in conformity to a series of techniques, each deﬁning a modulation scheme (see [25]). A scheme is characterized by a value
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of spectral eﬃciency, which expresses the amount of information
that can be transmitted over a bandwidth unit. By deﬁning more
complex modulation schemes, a higher number of bits per symbol can be transmitted and thus higher spectral eﬃciency can be
reached [29].
In a classical wireless system, a single modulation scheme is used to
support all transmissions: its selection is oriented to meet worst
case propagation conditions and resorts to power control to ﬁt
changes in channel characteristics over time. In order to provide
higher capacity using limited bandwidth, it would be desirable
to select more eﬃcient schemes. However, these schemes are more
vulnerable to interference and thus require a higher signal-to-noise
ratio to ensure a ﬁxed bit error ratio. Consequently, the adoption of complex modulation schemes can considerably reduce the
network coverage area. The Adaptive Modulation overcomes limitations arising in a single scheme system: it grants ﬂexibility by
allowing a TRX to select the best modulation, among those supported by the system. The choice is made on the basis of the
current propagation conditions by applying the following simple
rule: transmit at as high as possible data rate when channel state is
good and transmit at lower rate when the state is poor [10]. Higher
data rates are achieved by using higher order schemes.
WiMAX also supports Forward Error Correction (FEC), a technique for error control in data transmissions which relies on adding
redundancy information to transmitted data: the redundant component allows the receiver to detect and correct errors without
need of data retransmission. A FEC code operates at a code rate,
typically a fractional number, that expresses the useful and non
redundant portion of the total amount of transmitted information. Thus a higher code rate corresponds to transmit user information at a lower rate because of redundancy, but at the same
time achieves a greater robustness to errors and consequently to
interference. The implementation of both Adaptive Modulation
and Forward Error Correction realizes an overall form of adaptive
transmission called Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) [10].
The combination of a modulation scheme with a FEC code rate
deﬁnes a so called burst proﬁle.
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